In the domain of city design, the demand for the development of the visual tracking method is increasing, which provides the pedestrian paths. This pa.per proposes the tracking method which reduces the ambiguity of matching. When features of a pedestrian are ambiguous in the original image, the proposed method generates plural candidates for the pedestrian path. In the following frames the proposed method verifies them to eliminate false ones. We experiment on real image sequences.
Introduction
In the domain of urban design, the designers are concerned that the flow of pedestrians is one of the most important keys to design the comfortable city [l] . For the analysis of the movements of crowds, they extra.ct the pedestrian paths from videotapes which contain urban crowded scenes over an hour. In the scene there are always more than thirty pedestrians. Therefore the demand for the computer viBy the background subtraction method, a pedestrian often corresponds to several broken pieces. We merge the pieces to one region if a distance between the centroids of two pieces is smaller than a certain threshold.
In order to find an isolated pedestrian we select the object within a certain size as a pedestrian. In this setting of the camera, pedestrians range in size from 5 by 7 pixels to 8 by 20 pixels. (see Fig 1) .
These extracted regions are used as the pedestrian template for tracking. sion tracking method is increasing. 
Extracting Pedestrians
We use the ba.ckground subtraction method. First we model a background image from original images of sequence. Ea.ch pixel of the background is determined as the mode of R, G and B of the corresponding pixels of the images.
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Japan. E-mail: uchidaacv .mech. eng. osaka-u. ac . jp We limit the search area by predicting the movement of pedestria.ns. Since the pedestrian moves at an almost constant speed during a short period such as 1/15 second, the next position of the pedestrian can be predicted by linear extrapolation. We search only a neighboring area of the predicted position for a. matching region. We thus avoid mismatch of pedestrians between fra.mes.
For the evaluation of matching, we apply the SAD (Sum of Absolute Difference) to the matching score by equationl,2.
where m and n denotes the width and the height of the template, the superior letter T and I denotes the template and the original image, (i, j) and (k, 1) denotes the position.
As the next position of the pedestrian, we select the position where the SAD score is local minimum and-below a vairable threshold rt. If there are two and over such positions, we select the positions as the candidates.
The stability of the proposed method depends on the threshold r t . If the threshold rt is too high, too many next position candidates are found and selection true one becomes difficult. On the other hand, if rt is too low, the next position is not found. Furthermore, the suitable threshold rt per pixel (8bits) is from 8 to 20 depending upon the intensity of the pedestrian color (generally the high threshold needs t o be set for the bright color pedestrian). Therefore we first set the threshold in proportion to the average of the intensity of the pedestrian. Since the suitable threshold approximates to SAD minimum score, in thc following frame we updates the threshold by equation 3.
where wl and wz denotes the weight coefficient for averaging, c denotes the constant coefficient. SAD, is the minimum SAD score in the search area. If there are two candidates for the pedestrian path, SAD, is the minimum SAD score in the two search area. Fig. 2 shows that the threshold approximates to the minimum SAD. We, however, may not find next position of the pedestrian in the matching evaluation. Three cases are considered as sources.
The pedestrian is occluded partially and we
cannot get the good matching score.
3. The pedestrian is lost.
In these case, we continue searching the pedestrian in the following frames. About each source, we can find the pedestrian again when 1. The threshold rt is lifted up sufficiently.
The pedestrian becomes isolated.
If we docs not find the pedestrian again within the constant following frames, we admit losing the pedestrian (case 3.) and terminate tracking.
The Plural Candidates for the Pedestrian Path
On the other hand, we are often obliged to select plural positions of the pedestrian (see Fig.S(a)-(c) ), because the features of the pedestrian is ambiguous in the original image when the pedestrian is occluded partially or the color of adjacent other pedestrians is similar to that of the pedestrian. To reduce such uncertainty, we keep plural candidates for the pedestrian path and verifies them to eliminate the false candidates in the following frames.
We provide two ways that can eliminate the false candidates. One is applied when the two and over paths merge in the same path. The one whose journey is shorter is selected and the others are rejected (see Fig.3(c)-(d) ).
Another way is applied when tracking is terminated. Since it is difficult for the false path to get the SAD score below the threshold rt, the next position of the pedestrian cannot be found again within the constant frames and terminate tracking (see Fig.3(d)-(f) ).
Finally, we regard the last single candidate as the reliable path of the pedestrian (see Fig.3(f) ).
Eliminating false paths
After extracting the pedestrian paths, we verify them to eliminate false paths.
If tracking is error like in Fig.4(b) , two paths are extracted for the pedestrian B (see Fig.4(c) ). For verification, We search the region where the template was extracted (shown by a square in Fig.4 ). If two paths go through the region, we consider that one is true and another is false. we assume that the straighter path is the true one, since the pedestrians walk toward their destination directly. We estimate the straight degree of the path by equation4 where we divide its journey by its distance. We eliminate the less straight path whose score is bigger (see Fig.4(d) ). The proposed mcthod providrtl thc prdestrian paths about 77% (66186) of all pedestrians in the sequence. The pedestrians whose color is similar to that of the background are apt to be missed since it where time t , and t, denotes the start and the end of tracking.
The Experimental Result
The method is tasted with real videotapes containing an urban crowded scene. Fig.5 shows the pedestrian paths per second.
We notice t,hat the pedestrian A makes his way curve to left in order to keep away from the pedestrian B and C.
We verify the experimental result by the human eyes. The Table 1 and Table 2 shows the efficiency of the proposed method. is difficult to distinguish them from the background. Furthermore, the pedestrians overlapping through the image sequence are interpreted as a single pedest rian. 
Conclusion

False
In this paper, we described the method to track pedestria.ns in a complicated domain such an urban street. The proposed method was tasted with real We are planning t o taste the proposed method with more various scene and t o analyze the movement of crowds based on the paths provided by the proposed method in future.
